Winship Awards for Lecture-Track Faculty Guidelines

Emory College of Arts and Sciences is pleased to announce a competition for the Winship Awards for Senior Lecturers and Professors of Pedagogy. The Winship Awards, typically one or two per academic year, will provide a one-semester leave (i.e. a release from both teaching and service) and a $1,500 budget for professional expenses during the year of the award. Winners of the Winship Awards for Senior Lecturers may take their leaves during either semester of the academic year 2022-2023.

During this leave, the Winship award winners will pursue activities described in written proposals that accompany their applications. These activities should foster their professional development related to their teaching. Projects may include (but are not confined to) engaging in research that has a direct impact on the applicant’s teaching; producing textbooks, laboratory handbooks, or other pedagogical tools; receiving specialized training either locally or elsewhere; carrying out research on outcomes of courses or measures of learning; mounting an exhibition, writing a script, or putting on a performance; establishing community initiatives and partnerships; or developing interactive, digital, or web platforms for courses.

Applications from Senior Lecturers or Professors of Pedagogy for the Winship Award should include:

- A proposal (not more than two single-spaced pages) to include:
  - Description of applicant’s project for fostering professional development related to teaching
  - Applicant’s preparation for carrying out this project
  - Applicant’s plans for implementing and/or disseminating the results of this project upon return to regular duties in Emory College and
  - Any contributions the successful completion of the project will make to the teaching mission of your department or the College overall.

- CV

- Letter of support from Department Chair / Program Director
  - Chairs/Directors should indicate support for the leave, discuss the merits of the proposal, and the amount of additional financial resources, if any, that the department/program will require to mount its curriculum in the event the applicant’s application is successful.

- A report on the status of all other grants you hold or have applied for that pertain to the project or the time period in question. Please indicate any prior course reduction and/or any other support or leave received.

Applications should be emailed to: Dean_of_Faculty@emory.edu
The deadline for receipt of applications is **5:00 p.m., Friday, December 10, 2021**. Questions about applications for the Winship Awards for Lecture-Track Faculty should be addressed to Deboleena Roy, Senior Associate Dean of Faculty at **Dean_of_Faculty@emory.edu**.